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CHANGED LIVES CHANGE LIVES!
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    We had a great Fall retreat this year.  Cisco shared with us from the book of Hebrews, challenging

us on what it means to own our faith, to be people who know who they believe in, Jesus Christ, and

why they believe in Him.  Many of our youth were challenged through cisco, small groups or their

interactions in other parts of the retreat.  many realized that they have taken much of their faith

for granted, not really pursuing christ like they should.  Of course, it is one thing to recognize that

at a retreat where you are spiritually on a high, but another thing to put it into practice back at

home where it is hard and distracting.  And of course the enemy does not want us living out those

changes that God is making in us and he will do all in his power to make sure we are impotent.  We

have picked that ball up at youth group to carry those lessons on further.  We have talked about how

god wants us to hear his heart through scripture and to connect with him in real ways through

prayer, being honest with our thoughts and emotions as we talk with him.  

 

for the second half of the year we are going to jump into topics that have caused people to stop

doing the work of owning their faith, and walk away from the church.  Many are topics and issues

about which parents or authority figures have told youth what to believe, many times without

explanation or leaving room for them to struggle with what they believe and why.  Then youth hit a

crisis and they abandon everything.  We want to help them think through the hard questions:

denominations, dating, abortion, racism, politics, LGBTQ and much more.  We are hoping for some real

questions and real discussion leading to real spiritual growth and owning more and more their faith. 

 Pray for our youth and the adults who lead them.  

WHERE DO I  GO FROM HERE?

My faith?  My parents faith?  Whose faith?



DECEMBER EVENTS:
 

December 4 - Christmas Dinner and
party at church - 5pm to 9pm - games,
prizes, bring a dessert or appetizer.  

 
 

December 18 - Christmas Service Project -

make Christmas cards for people in our church. 

 Fun snacks will be provided.  9am to 12 noon. 

 (Different time than on schedule that went

out in early fall.  

 

December 12 - Christmas Caroling - 4pm to 5pm

- light supper to follow

 

HIGH SCHOOL YOUTH GROUP
5, 12, 19 -  5:30 to 7:30 -Youth Group; 7:3-8:30 -

Fellowship

No 26th/Jan 2nd - Christmas & New Years

 

MIDDLE SCHOOL YOUTH GROUP
1, 8, 15, 22 - 6:30 to 8:00

1st - Dinner 5:30-6:30 p.m.
- 29th - No youth group - Christmas

 

  
  NOVEMBER BIRTHDAYS:

6 - Sarah Miller
8 - Charity Skinner
9 - Grant Creason
29 - Olivia Deitrick

YOUTH GROUP CHRISTMAS PARTIESYOUTH GROUP CHRISTMAS PARTIESYOUTH GROUP CHRISTMAS PARTIES
DURING YOUTH GROUPDURING YOUTH GROUPDURING YOUTH GROUP

   HIGH SCHOOL - DECEMBER 19THHIGH SCHOOL - DECEMBER 19THHIGH SCHOOL - DECEMBER 19TH      MIDDLE SCHOOL - DECEMBER 22NDMIDDLE SCHOOL - DECEMBER 22NDMIDDLE SCHOOL - DECEMBER 22ND
   BRING A CHRISTMAS SNACK TOBRING A CHRISTMAS SNACK TOBRING A CHRISTMAS SNACK TO

SHARE AND A WHITE ELEPHANT GIFTSHARE AND A WHITE ELEPHANT GIFTSHARE AND A WHITE ELEPHANT GIFT
(REGIFT THAT IS FUN OR DON'T(REGIFT THAT IS FUN OR DON'T(REGIFT THAT IS FUN OR DON'T

SPEND ANY MORE THAN $5)SPEND ANY MORE THAN $5)SPEND ANY MORE THAN $5)
   BRING A FRIENDBRING A FRIENDBRING A FRIEND
   GAMES, FOOD, FELLOWSHIP & FUNGAMES, FOOD, FELLOWSHIP & FUNGAMES, FOOD, FELLOWSHIP & FUN


